Migraine

A migraine is a type of headache that typically causes intense, throbbing pain usually in one area of the head. People can experience migraines once a year to multiple times a week. A person is considered to have chronic migraines if they experience 15 or more headache days a month with eight of those days involving migraine headaches. Migraines typically first start during a person's teens to early twenties, but they can begin anytime from early childhood to late-adulthood.

A migraine usually has three stages: the period leading up to the headache (known as the premonitory or prodromal phase), the migraine itself (the headache phase), and the period following the headache (known as the postdromal phase).

The premonitory phase can start from several hours up to several days before the headache appears. In this phase, affected individuals can experience extreme tiredness (fatigue), concentration problems, and muscle stiffness in the neck. A wide variety of additional signs and symptoms can occur including excessive yawning, food cravings, irritability, depression, sensitivity to light, and nausea. About one-third of people with migraine experience a temporary pattern of neurological symptoms called an aura. An aura typically develops gradually over a few minutes and lasts between 5 and 60 minutes. Auras commonly include temporary visual changes such as blind spots (scotomas), flashing lights, and zig-zagging lines of color. Additional features of aura can include numbness, difficulty with speech and language, episodes of extreme dizziness (vertigo), and double vision. During an aura, affected individuals might experience abnormal sensations including tingling or numbness, usually of the hands or mouth. An aura usually starts within one hour of the start of a migraine. In some cases, an aura can occur without a subsequent migraine.

In the headache phase, the pain may last from a few hours to a few days. Affected individuals tend to experience nausea, vomiting, dizziness, and sensitivity to light and sound in addition to headache. Some have changes in their vision or sensitivity to odors and touch.

The postdromal phase usually lasts a few hours but can linger for more than a day. In this phase, the headache pain is gone but individuals can experience fatigue, drowsiness, decreased energy, concentration problems, irritability, nausea, or sensitivity to light. Affected individuals may also have brief episodes of head pain when moving their head.

People with migraine, particularly women who have migraine with aura, have an increased risk of a type of stroke that is caused by a lack of blood flow to the brain (ischemic stroke), but this is a rare occurrence.
There are many migraine disorders that usually include additional signs and symptoms. For example, familial hemiplegic migraine and sporadic hemiplegic migraine are characterized by migraine with associated temporary weakness that affects one side of the body (hemiparesis). Additionally, cyclic vomiting syndrome is a migraine disorder usually found in children that causes episodes of nausea and vomiting in addition to headaches.

Frequency

Migraine is the third most common disorder worldwide, affecting 1 in 7 people. Chronic migraines affect about 1 in 50 people worldwide. Women tend to be affected by migraines more frequently than men.

Causes

Migraines are thought to occur when blood flow in the brain is altered and certain nerves in the brain send abnormal pain signals throughout the head. These signals trigger the release of various brain chemicals (neurotransmitters) in the brain, which leads to inflammation, particularly of blood vessels and the membrane that covers the brain and spinal cord (meninges). This inflammation causes many of the signs and symptoms of a migraine, including the throbbing pain, nausea, and sensory sensitivities. However, it is unclear what leads to the abnormal nerve signaling.

Auras are thought to be caused by abnormal nerve signaling and associated changes in blood flow that spread across the brain. Additionally, the release of large amounts of the neurotransmitter glutamate is thought to contribute to aura. The causes of these imbalances are unclear.

Migraines result from a combination of genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors, some of which have not been identified. Variations in many genes have been found to be associated with the development of migraines with or without aura. These genes likely have varying degrees of impact among affected individuals. Most of the associated genes are active in the muscles that surround blood vessels (vascular smooth muscle) within the brain. These genes help regulate blood flow by controlling the narrowing and expansion of blood vessels. Many variants likely disrupt blood flow in the brain, which can contribute to developing migraines. Changes in blood flow in the brain or in the balance between vascular injury and repair (vascular homeostasis) also likely underlie the increased risk of stroke in people with migraines. Variants in genes that regulate levels of glutamate or the activity (excitability) of certain nerve cells in the brain have also been found in people with migraines.

Nongenetic factors also play a critical role in developing a migraine. Migraine headaches can be triggered by skipping meals, caffeine or alcohol overuse, certain foods, poor sleep, emotional stress, hormonal changes, or minor head trauma. Excessive use of pain relief medications can also trigger or worsen migraines.
Inheritance Pattern

Migraines do not have a clear pattern of inheritance, although more than half of affected individuals have at least one family member who also has the disorder.

Other Names for This Condition

- classic migraine
- common migraine
- disorder, migraine
- headache migraine
- headache migrainous
- migraine disorder
- migraine headache
- migraine syndrome
- migraines

Diagnosis & Management

Formal Diagnostic Criteria


Formal Treatment/Management Guidelines


Genetic Testing Information

- What is genetic testing? /primer/testing/genetictesting

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

- ClinicalTrials.gov https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22migraine%22+OR+%22migraine+headache%22+OR+%22migraines%22
Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

- MedlinePlus Encyclopedia: Managing Migraines at Home
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/patientinstructions/000420.htm

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

- Encyclopedia: Managing Migraines at Home
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/patientinstructions/000420.htm
- Encyclopedia: Migraine
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000709.htm
- Health Topic: Migraine
  https://medlineplus.gov/migraine.html

Additional NIH Resources

- National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health: Headaches: In Depth
- National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
  https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/All-Disorders/Migraine-Information-Page

Educational Resources

- Johns Hopkins Medicine
  https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/headache/migraine-headaches
- MalaCards: migraine with aura
  https://www.malacards.org/card/migraine_with_aura
- MalaCards: migraine without aura
  https://www.malacards.org/card/migraine_without_aura
- Merck Manual Consumer Version
  https://www.merckmanuals.com/home/brain,-spinal-cord,-and-nerve-disorders/headaches/migraines
- TeensHealth from Nemours

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- Center for Young Women's Health
  https://youngwomenshealth.org/2013/07/08/migraine-headaches/
- Medical Home Portal: Headache (Migraine & Chronic)
  https://www.medicalhomeportal.org/diagnoses-and-conditions/headache
• Migraine Research Foundation
https://migraineresearchfoundation.org/

• National Headache Foundation
https://headaches.org/

• The Migraine Trust
https://www.migrainetrust.org/about-migraine/

Scientific Articles on PubMed

• PubMed
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28Migraine%5BMAJR%5D%29+AND+%28migraine%5BTI%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+360+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

• MIGRAINE WITH AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 7
http://omim.org/entry/609179

• MIGRAINE WITH AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 9
http://omim.org/entry/609670

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 1
http://omim.org/entry/157300

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 2
http://omim.org/entry/300125

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 3
http://omim.org/entry/607498

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 5
http://omim.org/entry/607508

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 6
http://omim.org/entry/607516

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 8
http://omim.org/entry/609570

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 10
http://omim.org/entry/610208

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 11
http://omim.org/entry/610209

• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 12
http://omim.org/entry/611706
• MIGRAINE WITH OR WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 13
  http://omim.org/entry/613656

• MIGRAINE WITHOUT AURA, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 4
  http://omim.org/entry/607501

Medical Genetics Database from MedGen

• Migraine
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  Free article on PubMed Central: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5331903/
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